Tunisian adult's Hodgkin lymphoma Study Group.
The Tunisian adult's Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) Study Group was created in 1999. It aimed to improve the management of this curable hematologic malignancy by standardizing the diagnosis, assessment of disease, treatment management and therapeutic evaluation in different Tunisian centers (Hematology, oncology and radiotherapy).Since 1998, four versions of the prospective national protocol for treating adult Hodgkin lymphoma have succeeded (MDH99, MDH2002, MDH2008, MDH2015). Each version was based on the results of the previous version and analyzed according to new data from the literature. Due to this national study group, the number of patients lost to follow decreased significantly (30% before the creation of the group and only 3% for patients treated with MDH2008), the complete and uncertain response rates have improved (75% before the creation of the group and 92% in patients treated with MDH2008) with dramatically improved rates of overall survival from 57% to 90%. On the other hand there was an improvement of toxic death rate (13% of toxic deaths in MDH2002 to 4.37% in the MDH2008) with a decrease of the respective rate of primary failure and relapse by 17% and 12.5% in MDH2002 against the 11.4% and 7.8% in the MDH2008. This resulted in an improvement in overall survival (90%) and event-free survival at 5 years (75%). Now with the introduction of positron emission tomography in Tunisia, we hope yet to finalize the assessment of response and thus better adapt the treatment of this disease. Our objective remains the improvement of event-free survival rate to reach 80%.